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The market for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) has experienced

tremendous growth over the last few years and this trend is expected to continue

in the future. This growth is due to the fact that wireless LANs provide several

benefits including mobility, efficiency, and accuracy. In addition, the cost of

installation for wireless LANs is several orders of magnitude lower than with

traditional wired LANs due to reduced cabling costs.

The two major components of a WLAN are Access Points (APs) and

Radio Cards (RCs). Efforts have been made in the past to assess the performance

of different APs and RCs from different vendors. However, these evaluations

have been restricted to tests of interoperability and roaming. Tests to assess

performance with respect to range, throughput, and power consumption are less

common. Moreover, these tests are usually performed using homogeneous test

beds (i.e., hardware components belong to the same vendor).

The objective of this research was to assess how commercial-off-the-shelf

(COTS) WLAN systems perform with respect to interoperability, roaming ability,
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power consumption, throughput, and range. In order to accomplish this, a test

procedure composed of five experiments was developed. The evaluation was

performed not only on homogeneous systems but also on systems constructed

with hardware components from different vendors (i.e., heterogeneous).

The results of the performance tests indicated that the different AP, RC,

and their combinations, significantly affect the performance of the WLAN

systems with respect to range, throughput, and power consumption. No

significant differences were observed in the WLAN systems with respect to

interoperability or roaming.

The results of this research will help decision makers in understanding the

key parameters that have to be considered when selecting WLAN equipment. In

practice, however, it would be difficult for decision makers to determine which

vendor of WLAN equipment has the best solution without actual testing.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HETEROGENEOUS
WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is composed of two distinct

network systems: a wired Local Area Network (LAN) and a wireless network, as

shown in Figure 1. Traditional wired LANs are composed of one or more host

computers (also called servers), workstations, printers, etc., which are connected

via network cables (e.g., Ethernet). If the wired LAN needs to be expanded,

additional network cable is required to allow new components to communicate

through the network. Wireless LANs are an indispensable adjunct to traditional

wired LANs to satisfy requirements for mobility, relocation, ad hoc networking,

and coverage of locations difficult to wire.

Mobile Devices

TIIiIIII:i '.-1 Printer
PDA WcAtstati Ccmputer I

I Laptop

I Wired

I Network Host Caiiputer

Acces Point I

BarcodeScanner
k I

I I

I Wireless Network Local Area NetworkL ---------------

Figure 1. Example of a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)



In general, a wireless LAN architecture includes two fundamental

components: one or more access points (APs) and a multitude of mobile devices

equipped with radio cards (RCs). An AP is a hardware device that attaches to the

wired LAN and allows a mobile device to access the resources available in the

system. Communication between the mobile device and the AP is achieved via

the RC, which is installed in the mobile device. Once the appropriate parameters

have been set on both the APs and RCs, data can be transferred between the

traditional wired LAN and its wireless counterpart. Figure 2 depicts an example

ofanAP and a RC.

a) Access Point b) Radio Card

Figure 2. WLAN Devices

The type of mobile devices used in a WLAN depends heavily on the

application environment. Laptops are common in office environments, whereas

handheld bar code scanners and personal digital assistants (PDA5) are typical in

retail and industrial environments (e.g., warehouses).

The market for WLANs has experienced tremendous growth over the last

few years and this trend is expected to continue in the future. A report published

by the Synergy Research Group (Phoenix, AZ) indicated that during the first

quarter of 2002, the WLAN market grew 55% when compared to the same

quarter in 2001 (Griffith, 2002). This growth is due to the fact that wireless LANs
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provide several benefits in logistic and supply chain applications, including

mobility, efficiency, and accuracy. In addition, the cost of installation for

wireless LANs is several orders of magnitude lower than that of traditional wired

LANs, mainly because of the reduction of cabling costs.

1.1. Considerations when Selecting a WLAN System

The release of Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11 b) standard products in late 1999 and

2000 from several prominent network equipment and wireless vendors including

Cisco, Nortel, 3Com, Intel, Nokia, and Ericsson, drove commercial-off-the-shelf

(COTS) WLAN systems into wider acceptance (Cahners In-Stat Group, 2002).

This proliferation of companies offering WLAN solutions, however, has made

the selection of the appropriate system for a particular application a difficult task.

First, there are a couple of choices with respect to the wireless technology

standard that can be used. One of these standards (i.e., IEEE 802.11b) has been

in existence for several years and has gone through a couple of evolutions. A very

important percentage of current solutions in the marketplace are based on this

standard and it is still very popular among potential users. A new wireless

technology standard has recently emerged in the market (i.e., IEEE 802.11a) that

promises greater bandwidth at the expense of range. Hardware selection (which

involves APs and RCs) is also critical. Potential users of the technology prefer

not to lock themselves into long-term commitments with a single vendor and

want to remain flexible as the technology evolves. Therefore, expandability and

interoperability are key design considerations.

The following sections of this document address in more detail the key

considerations that have to be addressed when selecting a WLAN system.
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1.1.1. WLAN Hardware Availability

WLAN hardware (i.e., APs and RCs) is currently provided by a variety of

manufacturers such as Symbol Technologies, Intel, Cisco, and Lucent. In an

effort to ensure interoperability among these systems, IEEE released an

international standard in 1997 for WLANs known as IEEE 802.11. This standard

enables the interoperability of APs and RCs among different manufacturers.

Third party organizations such as the Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance

(WECA) certifi these products to aid potential users in narrowing their choices to

purchase both APs and RCs. However, prices of APs and RCs also vary

significantly, which adds to the complexity of the decision. For instance, prices

for APs in the marketplace currently range between $550 and $1500, whereas RC

prices lie anywhere between $55 and $200.

1.1.2. Wireless Technology Standards

Currently, there are two available wireless technology standards in the

marketplace: IEEE 802.11a and 802.11b. The selection between these two

standards is mainly driven by the application at hand. For instance, if the purpose

of the WLAN is to support enterprise-wide applications such as e-mail

messaging, database access, traditional Internet access, and traditional office

networking, then IEEE 802.1 lb is desirable. Marketing data shows that since

1999, more than 50% of the IEEE 802.1 lb WLANs that have been deployed

support traditional office and enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications in

the logistic and supply chain industry (Massara, 2002). On the other hand, if the

purpose of the WLAN is to support streaming video and multimedia applications,
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IEEE 802.11 a is the solution, since it operates at a higher frequency band, which

results in a higher throughput.

Both IEEE 802.11 wireless standards have strengths and weaknesses that

have to be considered before a final selection is made between the two. First,

they operate on different frequency bands: IEEE 802.1 la operates in the 5-GHz

band whereas IEEE 802.11b operates in the 2.4-GHz band. This may translate

into interference problems for IEEE 802.1 lb WLAN systems given that several

RF emitting devices (e.g., microwaves, cell phones) as well as competing

wireless technologies (e.g. bluetooth) operate in the same frequency band. In

contrast, very few devices currently operate in the 5-GHz frequency band and,

therefore, inter-device interference is not a big concern here.

IEEE 802.11b holds the edge when it comes to minimizing the total

number of devices needed to ensure wireless coverage in a specific area. IEEE

802.11a WLAN systems operate at a higher frequency and, therefore, require

more APs to cover an area than those required with an IEEE 802.1 lb compliant

solution. Moreover, the cost of IEEE 802.1 la compliant products is still higher

than IEEE 802.1 lb products. Finally, these two standards use a different

modulation scheme, which results in non-interoperability between these two

standard products. This problem is the reason why decision makers need to first

decide which standard should be used.

1.2. Motivation and Research Objectives

There are five major criteria usually used in selecting COTS WLAN

products (PSC, 2002):

Interoperability



Roaming ability

Power consumption

Range, and

Throughput

Interoperability and roaming ability are the first concerns that decision

makers need to address before purchasing APs and RCs. Range refers to how far

APs and RCs can detect a radio signal whereas throughput refers to how fast data

can be transferred over the network. Both range and throughput are used not only

to determine the performance of a WLAN system but also to determine the

number of APs needed, which directly affects the investment budget for a WLAN

system. Since mobile device power comes from batteries, the higher the power

consumed, the shorter the battery life. This has been a major issue in the

performance of this technology.

Efforts have been made in the past to assess the performance of different

WLAN systems by third party organizations such as WECA and the University

of New Hampshire (Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance, 2001; UN}I

InterOperability Laboratory, 2002). However, these evaluations have considered

only interoperability and roaming. Tests to assess performance with respect to

power consumption, range and throughput are less common.

The objective of this research is to assess how COTS WLAN systems

perform with respect to these five criteria. The evaluation is performed not only

on homogeneous systems but also on systems constructed with hardware

components from different vendors (i.e., heterogeneous).

Five research questions are examined in this research. The first two

questions focus on capability, which is concerned with interoperability and
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roaming issues. The last three questions address the performance of the WLAN

system with respect to range, throughput, and power consumption. These

questions are:

1. Can APs and RCs from either the same or different vendors

interoperate?

2. Do RCs from either the same or different vendors roam between APs

from either the same or different vendors?

3. Do APs from different vendors affect the performance of a WLAN

system with respect to power consumption, range, and throughput?

4. Do RCs from different vendors affect the performance of a WLAN

system with respect to power consumption, range, and throughput?

5. Do combinations of APs and RCs from different vendors affect the

performance of a WLAN system with respect to power consumption,

range, and throughput?

To answer these questions, test procedures composed of five experiments

were developed. These experiments were applied on WLAN systems --five

different APs and three RCs-- that belong to major vendors of COTS IEEE

802.1 lb WLAN markets. These systems were composed of either one or two

APs and a RC. The RC was embedded in a wireless mobile bar code scanner. All

possible combinations of these APs and RCs were evaluated.

The results obtained by applying the proposed test procedure on COTS

WLAN systems will help potential users gain additional knowledge to make

better decisions when selecting WLAN components.



1.3. Organization of this Document

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Section 2

provides background information on the five criteria used in selecting WLAN

hardware -- interoperability, roaming ability, power consumption, range, and

throughput. Section 3 describes the methods and procedures used in the tests.

Section 4 presents the analysis of the results obtained from the research. Finally,

Section 5 presents the conclusions reached as a result of this research.



2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Interoperability

Interoperability is commonly understood as the ability of a system or a

product to work with other systems or products without special effort on the part

of the user. Two major tests are needed to ensure interoperability:

1. Association, and

2. Communication.

2.1.1. Association

In a WLAN system, the RC inside a mobile device is required to establish

a connection (i.e., associate) with and AP before data can be transmitted. To

negotiate this connection, the mobile device' must go through a three-phase

process: probe, authentication, and association.

2.1.1.1 Probe Phase

In the probe phase, the mobile device locates an AP using one of two

possible scanning modes: active or passive. While in the active scanning mode,

the mobile device initiates a connection request that is broadcast to the APs

within its coverage area. The APs that receive the request send a probe response

back to the mobile device. While in the passive scanning mode, the mobile device

listens for beacons, which are small packets that are periodically sent by the APs.

The mobile device then uses the signal quality received from all the APs within

its range to determine which AP should serve as the AP for communication.

1 For the purpose of this research, the term mobile device refers to the
combination of the mobile device (i.e., mobile wireless bar code scanner) plus the
RC installed inside this mobile.
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2.1.1.2 Authentication Phase

The authentication phase is where a determination is made as to whether a

mobile device can associate with a particular AP. This process begins after the

mobile device has located a suitable AP.

First, the Extended Service Set Identity (ESSID) number is typically used

to identify which mobile devices are allowed to associate with a particular AP

(i.e., the ESSID in the mobile device must match that encoded in the AP). In

addition, the security scheme defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard as Wired

Equivalent Privacy (WEP) may be used to ensure that the mobile device has been

authorized to gain access to network resources via that AP. To retrieve this

information from the mobile device, the AP sends a message that the RC in the

mobile device encrypts and sends back to the AP. If the AP successfully verifies

the encrypted message, the mobile device is allowed to proceed to the association

phase. Otherwise, the WLAN connection is not established and no

communication occurs.

It is important to note that some vendors provide an option to turn off

both security features (i.e., ESSID and WEP), which means that the AP

automatically authenticates the association with any mobile device. Table 1

shows the different combinations of security schemes available in COTS WLAN

systems to achieve authentication.

Table 1. WLAN Authentication Scheme Options

Authentication Scheme

Security Option 1 2 3 4
ESSID x x
WEP V1 V

= Set; = Not Set
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2.1.1.3 Association Phase

In the association phase, the mobile device sends an association request to

the AP. This adds the mobile device to its association list. It is during this phase

that a determination of which mobile devices are associated with which APs

(referred to as associated AP) is updated and distributed to the system. This

information would be useful, for instance, if the mobile device is roaming

between two APs (see Section 2.2), the AP that the mobile device was formerly

associated with would use this information to forward frames that may not be

able to be sent while the mobile device is in transit to the new AP.

Each mobile device is allowed to associate with only one AP at a time,

while each AP can associate with many mobile devices (O'Hara & Petrick,

1999). In this stage, the communication between the mobile device and the AP is

established and data frames can be transmitted.

2.1.2. Communication

Data transferring over the wireless network indicates communication

between AP and a mobile device. According to the IEEE 802.11 standard,

communication between an AP and a mobile device can occur only when they are

in an association state (O'Hara & Petrick, 1999).

From the association mechanism, the authentication is the obvious factor

that can determine whether or not association can occur. To ensure that

successful authentication can occur, both the ESSID and the security scheme

need to be set properly. Some vendors also provide an option to turn off the

security feature, which means that the AP automatically authenticates the

association with any mobile device.
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This interoperability concern raises the question of whether or not the

different vendors' APs and RCs can associate and communicate among each

other. Ensuring that they can associate and communicate helps decision makers

select the appropriate combination of APs and RCs. Accomplishing this would

allow WLANs to be enlarged and maintained in the long run.

Therefore, in this study, we conducted an experiment to see whether an

RC of one vendor could associate and communicate with an AP of another

vendor. In this experiment, a mobile device, ESSID and authentication scheme

are considered controlled variables. APs and RCs are considered independent

variables that are tested.

2.2. Roaming

Mobility is the major advantage that wireless communication systems

provide when compared to their wired counterparts. Mobile devices in a WLAN

system must be able to transmit data whether they are stationary or in movement.

Since APs only provide a limited coverage area (known as "a coverage cell"), a

mechanism to allow mobile devices to move across cells without losing

connectivity is needed. The mechanism that ensures that connectivity can be

maintained is called roaming (also referred to as handoff or hand over) and is

depicted in Figure 3. In this Figure, the mobile device is initially associated with

AP1 (Figure 3a). As the mobile device moves into coverage cell #2, it hands over

the association to AP2 (Figure 3b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Mobile Device Roaming from AP1 to AP2

Roaming is also used to extend the total coverage area of all APs on the

same network. This area is known as the aggregate coverage area (Cutrer, 1999).

Instead of considering coverage of one AP, the roaming mechanism allows

mobile devices to associate to other APs when they are outside of the coverage

area of the AP that they are currently associated with. Additionally, seamless

roaming provides not only higher aggregate capacity but also communication

reliability (Butterworth et al., 2000).

The IEEE 802.11 standard does not clearly define how roaming should be

perfonned. It only states that IEEE 802.11 WLANs should provide roaming

within the coverage area of a set of APs (Zyren & Petrick, 2002). Typically,

mobile devices keep track of the quality conditions (i.e. signal strength, signal-to-

noise ratio) of the signal produced by the APs to make roaming decisions. At

certain intervals, APs emit small frames known as beacons to help mobile
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devices in maintaining association and synchronization. Mobile devices use these

beacons to determine a Communication Quality (CQ) parameter, whose critical

value depends on each vendor's implementation. If the CQ of the AP to which a

mobile device is currently associated is lower than that critical value (known as

the cell search threshold), the mobile device then has to find an AP with a better

CQ. Once the mobile device finds an AP with a better CQ, it arrives at a

handover state and will re-associate to this new AP (Prasad et al., 2001). This

process is illustrated in Figure 4.

Higher Quality

No Cell Search Zon

Cell Search

Cell Search Zone

Lower

AP1 T1 T2 AP2

Overlapping coverage area of AP LandAP2

Figure 4. Roaming between APs based on the CQ Parameter

CQ

Once the CQ of AP1 reaches the cell search threshold value, the mobile

device starts searching for an AP that gives a higher CQ. During this time (shown

as Ti) the mobile device enters the cell search zone. However, it does not roam

and it is still associated with AP1 because the signal that it receives from AP2 is

still not better than that received from AP1. Once the signal received from AP2 is

higher than AP1 (shown as T2), the mobile device starts roaming or handing over

its association to AP2.
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The cell search threshold is useful to avoid a situation known as the ping-

pong effect, which occurs when a mobile device roams back and forth from one

cell to another (Zeng & Agrawal, 2002). This effect is caused by rapid

fluctuations in the received CQ from both cells. If a relative comparison of CQs

between AP1 and AP2 is used without cell search threshold, then the mobile

device may be affected by the ping-pong effect, because roaming usually occurs

in the cell boundary area, which has a high variability of CQ (Bernardin et al.,

1997).

The level of the CQ parameter is a factor that obviously affects the mobile

devices' ability to roam from one cell to another. Speed of movement is another

factor that implicitly affects roaming because the faster the mobile device moves

across a coverage cell, the shorter the time it has to search for another cell that

gives a better CQ. To ensure that roaming can occur, overlap of coverage cells is

needed, to avoid the situation that a mobile device cannot roams due to moving

into a dead zone (Sidi & Starobinski, 1997). A dead zone is an area that does not

belong to the coverage area of any AP, as depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mobile Device Roaming into a Dead Zone

In addition, cell capacity -determined by cell size and traffic within a cell-

needs to be available to the mobile device (Gelenbe et al.,1999; Rappaport, 1993;

Sidi & Starobinski, 1997). As described in Section 2.1.1.2, devices that need to
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communicate with each other need to have the same ESSID or at least be

configured to ignore the ESSID. In addition, the same authentication scheme

needs to ensure that communication among APs and mobile devices can occur

(Andersson, 2002).

Typically, vendors of WLAN equipment design in-house tests to assess

the roaming capabilities of their equipment. However, publicly available

information that describes roaming capability when the WLAN infrastructure is

composed of access points and mobile devices that belong to different vendors is

lacking. Results of this test would help a decision maker in the selection of the

appropriate WLAN infrastructure to ensure a seamless integration with already

existing wireless equipment and to facilitate extending and maintaining this

WLAN in the future.

Therefore, in this research, a series of experiments was conducted to

determine roaming capability using a variety of RCs and APs from different

vendors. Since this experiment is a test on roaming ability, the speed of

movement, cell capacity, authentication scheme, and ESSID are considered

control factors. The different APs and RCs are considered independent factors

that need to be tested.

2.3. Power Consumption

Power consumption in mobile devices is a critical parameter that can

significantly affect the performance of the overall WLAN system. In general,

battery life in these devices is limited due to restrictions concerning not only

acceptable weight but also mobility (Nemits & Rosa, 2002).
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The IEEE 802.11 standard aims at reducing power consumption in

portable devices by providing both small packet size for registration with the base

station (Chen et al., 1999; Hero & Gupta, 1998) and narrow bandwidth

requirements (Chen et al., 1999). In general, battery power is consumed more

during transmission than during reception, and is consumed the least while the

mobile device is idle (Agan et al., 1998; Cai & Tan, 1999; Chen et al., 1999).

Additionally, the IEEE 802.11 standard provides a mechanism known as

Power Save Polling (PSP). PSP has three different states: transmitting, receiving

and doze. The doze state is different from the off state (non-transmission state) in

that the mobile device can make a transition from doze state to a fully operational

receiving state. In contrast, the mobile device cannot make the transition to

receiving state directly from the off state because it needs to not only load

parameters but also initiate association (Prasad et al., 2001). This also results in a

longer time to transition to fully operational receiving state from off state than

from doze state (Prasad, 2000).

In the doze state, the mobile device still associates and synchronizes with

the AP by receiving a beacon. However, it will not monitor the transmission

medium and will not be able to receive any data frame besides the beacon (Prasad

et al., 2001; Zyren & Petrick, 2002). PSP allows a mobile device to spend most of

its time in the doze state, which reduces power consumption due to both the small

package size (Hero & Gupta, 1998) and the periodicity in receiving the beacon.

Different protocols consume power differently, especially at the access

layer protocol level (Chen et al., 1999). However, most of the WLANs typically

use the medium access control (MAC) protocol that is specified in the IEEE

802.11 standard.



Previous research has found that the ad hoc network architecture

consumes less power than the centralized network architecture due to the fact that

ad hoc networking occurs only when there is a request, while a centralized

network architecture requires the communication to synchronize and allows

mobile devices to associate with the network at all times (Bambos, 1998; ElBatt

et al., 2000). The type of mobile device utilized also impacts battery life.

Currently, most of the devices in the market provide a feature called sleep mode,

which allows the mobile device to disassociate from the AP when the device is

idle for a specific period of time.

Distance and operating environment are also factors that affect power

consumption due to their influence on transmission time. The longer the time

used to transmit, the more power is consumed (Agan et al., 1998; Cai & Tan,

1999). Both physical obstacles and the operating environment (e.g. temperature,

raindrops) increase the probability of transmission failures, which translates in

more power needed for a successful transmission (Stallings, 2001). Range of

transmission or coverage cell size inevitably affects the transmitted power.

Smaller coverage cell sizes require less power (Larson, 1998; Rulnick & Bambos,

1997). A higher data rate consumes higher power due to the higher equalization

complexity (Chen et al., 1999; Hero & Gupta, 1998). Moreover, the higher data

rate tends to induce a higher Bit Error Rate (BER). Consequently, error detection

and error correction techniques are required, which might require retransmission,

resulting in higher power consumption and lower quality of services (Chen et al.,

1999; Prasad et al., 2001).

Different applications and software drivers also consume power

differently (Chen et al., 1999; Lorch, 1998; Power Consumption of Wireless
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Networking PC Cards, 2002). The transfer module consumes more power than

the data processing module (Meng et al., 1998). Additionally, each hardware

component consumes power differently. Manufacturers of mobile devices

provide a dual-mode processor to switch the level of power consumption while

devices are idle (Cai & Tan, 1999). However, each mobile device is composed of

many components. A test on mobile devices from different vendors is needed to

determine whether there is a significant difference in the way they consume

power (Nemits & Rosa, 2002; Power consumption of Wireless Networking PC

Cards, 2002). Furthermore, there is no study published in the literature that

assesses the effect of different vendor's APs on the power consumption of mobile

devices.

Previous work found in the literature raises the question of whether or not

the power consumption of RCs is the same when they are used with the AP of

different vendors. The answer to this question can help the decision makers in the

sense of selecting an appropriate combination of APs and RCs to gain the longest

battery life or lowest power consumption in their choice of selection. Therefore,

in this study, we conducted an experiment to determine whether or not there is a

significant difference in power consumption when using different vendors' APs

and different vendors' RCs in IEEE 802.1 lb WLANs.

In this experiment, a mobile device, protocol, network architecture,

distance, environment, range, and data rate are considered control variables. The

different APs and RCs from different vendors are considered independent

variables that need to be tested. Since mobile devices are used to perform a

variety of operations in practice, four major operations were simulated in this

experiment: transmitting a file, receiving a file, idling and scanning bar codes.
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Additionally, the tradeoff between throughput and power consumption was also

of interest. Therefore, power consumption modes (i.e., Power Save Polling and

Constantly Awake Mode) were also incorporated as independent variables to

allow generalization of the results.

2.4. Range

The range or coverage of an AP is a very important design factor when

deploying WLANs, because it determines not only coverage area but also

capacity and cost. Evidence found in the literature indicates that range is directly

related to throughput -- the smaller the range the higher the throughput (Chen &

Gilbert, 2001). Therefore, throughput and range are considered two of the most

important design factors in planning a WLAN implementation. If the primary

concern in the design is coverage, the WLAN will have large coverage cells

resulting in more range but low throughput. On the other hand, if the primary

requirement is throughput, then the WLAN network will be designed to have

smaller coverage cells, which translates into more APs and more cost (Prasad,

2000).

Factors that affect range include antenna characteristics, operating

environment, transmitting power, and receiver sensitivity. Antenna characteristics

such as directionality, gain, and polarization, directly impact the range. (Symbol,

2002). Directionality refers to the shape of the resulting area produced by the

signals power that is transmitted by the antenna. Omni-directional antennas

generate spherical signal patterns, whereas directional antennas tend to transmit

signals in a single focused direction. Antenna gain is the ratio of the radiation

intensity, to the radiation intensity that would be obtained if the power accepted
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by the antenna were radiated isotropically, in a given direction (Stallings, 2001).

Polarization refers to the orientation that the antenna was designed to work best

and can be either vertical or horizontal (Browne, 2000; Symbol, 2002). For

example, a dipole antenna works best in a vertical orientation.

Environmental factors such as line of sight, interference, path loss,

multipath, and electromagnetic propagation certainly affect the range. In general,

range in outdoor environments is larger than in indoor environments, because

obstacles, such as walls and ceilings, do not degrade signals. The majority of

industrial WLANs systems are deployed in an indoor environment, which

unavoidably suffers from these transmission impairments (Prasad, 2000; Richalot

et al., 2000; Seidel & Rappaport, 1992; Stein, 1998; Tang, 1999; Tang & Man

2001).

Range can benefit from the transmitting power and receiver sensitivity of

both the AP and the mobile device (Edney, 1995; Symbol, 2002). The

transmitting power determines the strength of the radio signal that is produced by

either the AP or the mobile device. The strength of the signal determines not

only how tolerant it will be to interference but also how far the signal will travel

(Edney, 1995; Symbol, 2002).

Receiver sensitivity is the smallest amount of power that a wireless device

requires in order to detect a RF signal (Edney, 1995; Symbol, 2002). Receiver

sensitivity tends to be a characteristic of the sensor used to make the antenna and

receiving element. One way to improve range is to equip an AP with two

antennas and then allow the device to select the antenna that provides the best

signal at the time of reception. Using two antennas can significantly impact

range, because a cancellation effect in open spaces known as multipath fading
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can be alleviated and the range extended (Edney, 1995; Prasad, 2000). Equipping

two antennas in the APs also improves receiver sensitivity, due to an increasing

chance that an AP can hear the signal (Edney, 1995). Antenna design can also

help performance. The literature indicates that adaptive antenna (also called

smart antenna) provides a larger range due to increased antenna gain related to

antenna patterns that are adjusted according to operating conditions (Beach et al.,

2001; Browne, 2000).

Range is one of the major criteria in selecting wireless equipment in

WLANs and is also used in cell planning to determine the number of access

points needed to cover a particular area. This raises the question of whether

different APs and RCs provide a different performance with respect to range.

Based on this initial question, the following three questions are constructed:

1. Do different APs significantly affect range?

2. Do different RCs significantly affect range?

3. Do different combinations of an AP and a RC significantly affect

range?

In this experiment, the operating environment is considered a control

variable whereas APs and RCs are considered independent variables that need to

be tested. It is important to note that transmitting power, receiver sensitivity, and

antenna are characteristics of individual APs and RCs that were also tested in this

experiment.
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2.5. Throughput

In WLANs, throughput is the amount of data actually transmitted per unit

of time and is expressed in units of bits per second (bps). There are two

definitions of throughput found in the literature:

Raw throughput. Number of bits transmitted per second including

overhead. The overhead includes non-data bits that are used by the

transmitting protocol for control purposes and retransmitted data due

to transmission failures.

Effective throughput. Number of bits transmitted per second without

considering the overhead. In other words, effective throughput only

considers the data bits exchanged between transmitter and receiver.

In practice, users are more interested in knowing the effective throughput

of a WLAN system. Therefore, this research concentrated in determining the

capabilities of these systems with respect to effective throughput.

Throughput can be affected by network configuration and traffic load in

the network because these factors can determine the number of data bits that can

be transmitted by each mobile device per unit of time (Cali et aL, 2000).

Protocols, operating system, and software used can also affect throughput, since

the overhead of the transmission decreases the number of data bits that can be

transmitted during a unit of time (Brodsky, 1999; Edney, 1995). Typically, the

higher the data rate used, the higher the throughput (Chen & Gilbert, 2001).

However, previous research has found that lower data rates sometimes achieve

higher throughput, because lower data rates require fewer retransmissions due to

fewer errors (Edney, 1995).



Signal strength may also affect throughput. A stronger signal provides

higher throughput, due to fewer transmission errors and thus less retransmission.

The distance between an AP and a mobile device, as well as the environment in

which this equipment operates impact signal strength, which inevitably affects

throughput (Stallings, 2001; Chen & Gilbert, 2001). Typically, the longer the

distance of transmission, the longer the time the signal takes to travel (Brodsky,

1999; Edney, 1995; Symbol, 2002). Moreover, previous research has found that

the actual throughput is lower at the edge of the transmission range, because this

is where more errors occur that require retransmission (Edney, 1995). Physical

obstacles and interference in the environment can both prolong the transmission

time and increase probability of transmission errors and retransmission, which

can be caused by multiple paths, fading, etc. (Stallings, 2001).

Throughput is one of major criteria to select WLAN products in the

market. Since APs and RCs in the market are provided by many vendors, this fact

raises the following questions:

1. Do APs of different vendors give different throughput?

2. Do RCs of different vendors give different throughput?

3. Do the different combinations of an AP and an RC of different

vendors give different throughput?

In this experiment, network configuration, protocol and software are

considered control variables. Different APs and RCs are considered independent

variables that need to be tested. Due to the tradeoff between throughput and

power consumption mentioned in Section 2.3, power consumption mode is also

incorporated as an independent variable to allow generalization of the results.

Different operations performed (e.g., transmitting or receiving) and different
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distances can also affect throughput are also incorporated as independent

variables in this study.

2.6. Literature Review Summary

Very few studies were found in the literature that assessed the effect that

APs and RCs have on the performance of a WLAN system. Moreover, those that

were available typically followed two different approaches:

1. They evaluated the performance of WLAN system components (i.e.,

APs and RC5) with respect to no more than two performance

measures (e.g., throughput and range).

2. The WLAN system components (i.e., APs and RCs) that were

evaluated belonged to a single vendor.

Therefore, there is a need for a study that evaluates the performance of the

APs and RCs with respect to all of the following criteria: interoperability,

roaming, power consumption, range, and throughput. This evaluation will be

performed not only on WLAN systems that are composed of APs and RCs that

belong to the same vendor but also on WLAN systems that are composed of APs

and RCs that belong to different vendors.
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3. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this section is to describe the methods and procedures

used in this research. Major topics addressed include: testing equipment and

testing procedures.

The experimental equipment used in this research was composed of

several hardware components. These hardware components included:

Five (5) access points (APs)

Three (3) radio cards (RCs)

Three (3) mobile wireless bar code scanners

Two (2) laptop computers

One(1)networkhub

The RCs used belonged to different vendors. These cards were installed in

three separate mobile wireless bar code scanners to perform the experiments.

The mobile wireless bar code scanners operated on a DOS v.6.22 platform.

The three APs utilized also belonged to different vendors. It is important

to note that more than one type of antennas was provided for two of these APs.

Since these antennas are not interchangeable (i.e., they only work with a specific

type of AP), it was decided that different combinations of AP-antenna would be

treated as separate units. Therefore, the total number of AP-antenna

combinations characterized in the experiments was five (i.e., two APs with two

different types of antenna plus one AP with a single type of antenna). The most

relevant technical specifications of the APs employed are shown in Appendix A.

All APs are shown letter-coded to protect each vendor's anonymity.
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A closed-loop WLAN was assembled to run the experiments in this

research (see Figure 6) instead of connecting the APs to a backbone network to

avoid introducing unnecessary confounding factors. A laptop was utilized as the

host computer and contained the necessary utilities to manage the different APs.

This laptop and the different APs to be tested were in turn connected to an IEEE

802.3 lOBaseT network hub. The RCs were installed on the mobile wireless bar

code scanners prior to collecting performance data.

I I! !!UPUIU

u U L
Hub

Access Point /
Host Computer

RFT
Unit

Mobile Unit

Figure 6. Closed-Loop WLAN

Before conducting the experiments that assessed the performance of the

different WLAN systems, a Tektronix 2756P spectrum analyzer coupled with a

HP 8349B RF amplifier were used to ensure that the testing facility was free of

potential interfering signals.

Five tests were developed in this research to assess the performance of the

WLAN systems. These tests were:

Interoperability

Roaming

Power consumption

Range

Throughput
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These tests were developed based on previous studies found in the

literature, which include the WiFi certification tests developed by WECA

(Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance. 2001), interoperability tests developed

by the University of New Hampshire (InterOperability Laboratory, 2002), and the

Interoperability Test Program developed by Ziff Davis Media Inc. (Ziff Davis

Media Inc., 2002). Additionally, two RF engineers with extensive industry

experience in the WLAN area helped in validating these tests. Each test was

selected to evaluate a different problem that typically occurs in an application

environment where COTS WLAN systems are implemented.

3.1. Interoperability

Two tests were developed to assess interoperability:

Association test, and

Communication test.

The objective of these tests was to assess whether successful association

and communication could be established between a specific AP and RC

combination. In both tests, all the possible combinations of APs and RCs were

evaluated. Some of these combinations were homogeneous while others were

heterogeneous. In these experiments, the mobile device, ESSID, and security

scheme were not interested and considered control variables. The interesting

factors are different RCs and APs, which were considered the independent

variables.

The association and communication tests were performed in the Mobile

Technology Solutions Laboratory (MTSL). Prior to executing the tests, the APs

and RCs were configured according to vendor's specifications as follows:
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1. Set both the mobile device and AP with the same ESSID.

2. Allow for authentication.

3. Ignore the security option (i.e., WEP).

The detailed configuration settings used for the APs and RCs in these

experiments are included in Appendix B. Additionally, APs were set to

authenticate all mobile devices. The distance between the AP and the mobile

device was set at 7 feet to ensure that these components were within range.

The procedure followed to perform these tests was as follows:

1. The AP being tested was turned on.

2. The mobile device was then initialized through a procedure known as

cold-boot. This process was performed before every run to ensure a

consistent state in the mobile device before the experiment was

executed.

3. If the mobile device was successful in associating with the AP, its

Medium Access Control (MAC) address was displayed by the AP

manager utility installed in the host computer. Additionally, the ping

utility the utility used to test the status of the communication

between two devices over a network at the host computer was used

to ensure that the network recognized the IP address of the mobile

device.

4. Once the mobile device was associated with the AP, a file transfer

protocol (FTP) session was initiated from the mobile device to

transfer a 1 -Kbyte file to the host computer.

5. The FTP server utility at the host computer was used to report the file

transmission results. If a mobile device was not able to associate or
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communicate with a particular AP, this combination of AP-RC was

removed from the rest of the tests in this research.

6. A different AP was installed and the same procedure was repeated

until all combinations of APs and RCs were tested.

3.2. Roaming

The objective of this test was to assess whether a mobile device was able

to seamlessly roam while moving across the coverage cells of two different APs

(see Figure 7). Cell capacity, authentication scheme, and ESSID were considered

control factors in this experiment. The different RCs and APs utilized were

considered independent variables. Only the AP and RC combinations that passed

the association and communication were tested.

ter

Figure 7. Closed-Loop WLAN used in Roaming Test
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The roaming test was performed under the same environment as the

interoperability test, with the exception that the closed-loop WLAN included two

APs instead of one. The closed-loop WLAN is depicted in Figure 7. Appendix B

includes the detailed configuration settings for the APs and RCs used in this

experiment.

A preliminary experiment was conducted to estimate the coverage area of

the two APs to be tested. The result of this experiment was used to determine the

distance between APs before performing the roaming test. In order to ensure that

seamless roaming could occur, the coverage areas of these APs needed to

overlap.

The procedure followed to perform this test was as follows:

1. Turned on both APs and the mobile device.

2. An FTP session was initiated from the mobile device to receive a 1-

Mbyte file from the host computer.

3. Starting within the coverage cell of AP1, the mobile device was

moved toward the coverage cell of AP2 by passing through the area

where the two coverage cells overlapped.

4. The information provided by the management utility of both APs' as

well as the FTP session information were observed when moving

away from the coverage area of AP1. If the file was continually

transmitted without re-association, then seamless roaming occurred.

Otherwise, the mobile device lost association and the FTP session

terminated.

5. A different AP was installed and the same procedure was repeated

until all combinations of APs and RCs were tested.
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3.3. Power Consumption

The objective of this test was to compare the power consumed by the

mobile device for each combination of AP and RC. The performance measure of

interest in this test was the average current consumed by the mobile device while

performing four different operations:

Transmitting a file

Receiving a file

Idling

Scanning

For the transmitting operation, experimental data was collected while the

mobile device transmitted a plain text file to the host computer. In the receiving

operation, data was collected while the mobile device received the same file from

the host computer. For the idle and scanning operations, data was collected while

the mobile device was idle and scanning a bar code, respectively. In addition,

each operation was tested with the PSP mode on and off

In this experiment, the mobile device, protocol, network architecture,

distance, environment, range, and data rate were considered control variables.

The different RCs and APs utilized were considered as independent variables.

Furthermore, the power management mode and operation mode (e.g.,

transmitting, receiving, scanning and idling) were incorporated in this experiment

as independent variables. As with the throughput test, incorporating these factors

as independent variables permitted the generalization of the results obtained in

this experiment.
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This experiment was conducted in the Mobile Technology Solutions

Laboratory (MTSL). The default parameters were used for each vendor's AP and

RC (see Appendix B).

The results of a preliminary experiment indicated that the voltage drop

over the mobile device was fairly constant. This allowed for the power

consumption to be measured as the current drawn by the mobile device while

executing one of the four different operations previously mentioned. Figure 8

depicts the configuration used to perform this experiment. First, a small resistor

was connected serially between the battery and the mobile device (Stemm &

Katz, 1997). A digital oscilloscope was then used to measure the voltage drop

across the resistor. Since it is typically the case that the current drawn during

each operation is not constant (especially when PSP mode is turned on or when

transmitting or receiving), the average value for current drawn obtained over

2500 observations was calculated and used for analysis purposes.

Digital Oscilloscope

mDDD QRFT

JEeEorJ/
Mobile Unit

Data Collection Computer

Figure 8. Setup for the Power Consumption Test
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3.4. Range

The objective of this test was to compare the range of communication of

each AP-RC combination. This was achieved by conducting an out of range test

using the ping operation to determine the reliability of the wireless

communication. Previous studies found in the literature conducted a similar test

using the FTP operation and determining the range at which a pre-defined value

of throughput could be achieved. The FTP utility is appropriate for site survey

procedures, which test both range and throughput. However, the results of such

tests may be confounded because of the fact that a specific value for throughput

is used as the out-of-range criteria. Therefore, range and throughput are

evaluated in this research in two separate tests. This is done with the objective of

separating the two measurement domains.

The different RCs and APs utilized were considered as independent

variables in this experiment. The range test was performed in the indoor

environment with the same setting as power consumption test (see Appendix B).

Before conducting the experiment, an AP was installed at ceiling level

(approximately 8.5 ft above the floor).

The procedure followed to perform this test was as follows:

1. The ping utility was initiated from the host computer to ping the

mobile device. The number of packets sent, received, and lost were

reported.

2. The mobile device was moved away from the AP in the pre-

determined test direction.
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3. Step 1 and 2 were repeated until the ping operation reported that 25%

of the packets were lost during transmission. The distance between the

AP and the mobile device at which this condition occurred was

recorded.

4. This test procedure was repeated four times for each AP and RC

combination.

3.5. Throughput

The objective of this test was to compare the throughput that could be

achieved from each AP-RC combination. The performance measure of interest in

this test was the effective throughput -- amount of data (bits) that can be

transmitted in one second.

In this experiment, network configuration, protocol, and software were

considered control variables, whereas RCs, APs, distance between AP and RC,

power management mode, and operation mode (e.g., transmitting and receiving)

were considered independent variables. It is important to mention that the

incorporation of the latter three metrics (i.e., distance, power management mode,

and operation mode) as independent variables permitted the generalization of the

results obtained in this experiment.

The throughput test was also conducted in the same environment and

setting as in the power consumption and range tests. Additionally, since it was

known that distance between AP and RC has an effect on the resulting throughput

(Brodsky, 1999; Edney, 1995; Symbol, 2002), two different distances were

randomly selected as data collection points in this test. The procedure followed

to determine these distances was as follows: Firstly, the results of the range test
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were used to identify the AP-RC combination with the shortest communication

range. Next, the ping utility was used to determine the maximum distance within

this range at which no packet loss was reported. This was done to ensure that an

out-of-range condition will not occur while collecting the throughput data.

Finally, two distances were then randomly selected as data collection points

within this range: 32.8 ft. and 60.1 ft.

In this test, a 1-kbyte plain text file was used for both the transmitting

operation (i.e., from the mobile unit to the host computer) and the receiving

operation (i.e., from the host computer to the mobile unit). The default

parameters were used for each vendor's AP and RC (see Appendix B).

The procedure followed to perform this test was as follows:

1. An FTP session was initiated from the mobile device to connect to the

host computer.

2. The FTP commands were executed to transmit a 1-kbyte plain text

file.

3. The effective throughput achieved (reported by the FTP utility) to

perform the transmitting and receiving operations was recorded.

This procedure was repeated four times for both distances for each AP

and RC combination, in both PSP modes (i.e., on and off), and for both operations

(i.e. transmitting and receiving).
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4. RESULTS

4.1. Interoperability Test Results

As described in Section 3.1, two tests were performed to assess

interoperability: association and communication.

All possible combinations of AP and RC were evaluated and all passed

the association test, as shown in Table 2. Therefore, these same AP-RC

combinations were also evaluated for communication. Again, the results (shown

in Table 3) indicate that all systems were able to communicate successfully.

Table 2. Results for Interoperability Association Test

INTEROPERABILITY ASSOCIATION TEST

APVENDOR
RADIO CARD VENDOR

X Y Z
A Yes Yes Yes
B Yes Yes Yes
D Yes Yes Yes
E Yes Yes Yes

Table 3. Results for Interoperability Communication Test

INTEROPERABILITY COMMUNICATION TEST

APVENDOR
RADIO CARl) VENDOR

X Y Z
A Yes Yes Yes
B Yes Yes Yes
D Yes Yes Yes
E Yes Yes Yes

4.2. Roaming Test Results

Table 4 shows the results obtained in the roaming test. As with the

interoperability tests, all combinations of APs and RCs were able to roam from

coverage cell of AP1 into coverage cell of AP2 without any problems.



Table 4. Result of Roaming Test

ROAMING

AP1 VENDOR AP2 VENDOR
RADIo CA1u VENDOR

X Y Z
A A Yes Yes Yes
A B Yes Yes Yes
A D Yes Yes Yes
A E Yes Yes Yes
B A Yes Yes Yes
B B Yes Yes* Yes
B D Yes Yes* Yes
B E Yes Yes* Yes
D A Yes Yes Yes
D B Yes Yes Yes
D D Yes Yes Yes
0 E Yes Yes Yes
E A Yes Yes* Yes
E B Yes Yes Yes
E 0 Yes Yes Yes
E E Yes Yes Yes

However, it was observed that some AP-RC combinations involving RC

Y, indicated by asterisk marks (*) in Table 4, took a noticeably longer time to

roam. Figure 9 below depicts a report obtained from the FTP utility while RC Y

was receiving data from the host computer. It can be seen that this device kept

receiving data while trying to roam for longer periods of time when compared to

either RC X or RC Z, and it typically roamed when its throughput was

significantly lower than the other RCs (see notes in Figure 9). It was also

observed in some cases that RC Y was not able to communicate with either AP1

or AP2 for a long time before it started roaming to AP2. Figure 10 depicts the

typical throughput level at which RC Z roamed from AP1 to AP2 for comparison

purposes.
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Figure 9. Receiving Operation during the Roaming by RC Y when Roamed from
AP B to AP B
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Figure 10. Receiving Operation during the Roaming by RC Z when Roamed from
AP B to AP B

4.3. Power Consumption Test Results

The results indicate that at a = 0.05, all factors AP, RC, PSP mode, and

operation and their interactions have a significant effect on the mean power

consumed (p-value < 0.05). (Table 13 in Appendix C shows the ANOVA table
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for the analysis conducted on the experimental data collected in the this

experiment.)

Mean values for current drawn (or power consumed) and confidence

intervals (a = 0.05) for each combination of AP-RC are depicted in Figure 11 and

Figure 12. Figure 11 shows the results grouped by AP whereas Figure 12 shows

them grouped by RC.

The results shown in Figure 11 indicate that, regardless of AP used, the

RCs from vendors X and Z had the best performance. Figure 12 shows that these

RC performed very consistently across APs. In contrast, the RC from vendor Y

consumed significantly more power than RCs X and Z. In addition, the APs that

operated with this RC can clearly be separated into two groups:

Group 1: APs A, B, and C.

Group 2: APs D and E.

From these two groups, when RC Y operated with the APs in group 2, it

consumed significantly more power than when it operated with those APs in

group 1. Moreover, both groups consume significantly higher power than the rest

of AP-RC combinations.
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4.4. Range Test Results

The results indicate that at a 0.05, APs, RCs, and their interaction, have

a significant effect on the mean range (p-value <0.05). (Table 14 in Appendix D

shows the ANOVA table for the analysis conducted on the experimental data
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collected in the range test.) Mean values for range and confidence intervals (a =

0.05) for each combination of AP-RC are depicted in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows the results grouped by AP, whereas Figure 14 shows them

grouped by RC.

The results displayed in Figure 13 indicate that, within the same AP used,

RC manufactured by vendor Z performed better than any other RC. Although this

figure also shows that RC Y performed slightly better than RC Z when used with

AP E, there is no significant difference between these two combinations. The

results shown in Figure 14 show that, within the same RC used, AP A provided

the shortest range whereas AP C provided the longest range. The results shown in

Figure 13 and Figure 14 support interaction effects obtained in the ANOVA

result.
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4.5. Throughput Test Results

Table 15 in Appendix E shows the ANOVA table for the analysis

conducted on the experimental data collected in the throughput test. It is

important to note that a logarithmic transformation was performed on the

dependent variable (i.e., throughput) due to non-constancy of error variance

(Neter et al., 1996). This transformation requires that the interpretation of the

results be performed using the median of throughput rather than the mean

(Ramsey & Schafer, 1997).

The results of the ANOVA indicate that at a = 0.05, AP, RC, and their

interaction have a significant effect on the median of throughput (p-value <0.05).

Median values for throughput and confidence intervals (a = 0.05) for each

combination of AP-RC are depicted in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Figure 15 shows

the results grouped by AP whereas Figure 16 shows them grouped by RC.
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The results depicted in Figure 15 show that, regardless of the AP used, the

RC from vendor Z was always the best performer within each group, followed by

the RC from vendor Y and the RC from vendor X (see Appendix E for multiple

comparison of homogenous groups of RCs). It can also be seen in this figure that

the performance of the different RCs is very different within each AP group. A

multiple comparison analysis applied to the RCs (see Appendix F) indicates that

these are significantly different from each other.

In contrast, the difference in the performance among APs within each RC

group is not that significant (see Figure 16). A multiple comparison analysis done

on the different APs (see Appendix F) indicates that they can be classified into

three different groups with respect to throughput:

1. Groupl:A

2. Group2:B,C,andD.

3. Group3:E
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Figure 15. Confidence Intervals (a = 0.05) for the Median of Throughput for each
Combination of AP-RC -- Grouped by AP
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5. DISCUSSION

The results of the experimental tests presented in the previous section

indicate that the different vendors' APs and RCs used, significantly affect the

performance of COTS WLAN systems with respect to range, throughput, and

power consumption. Furthermore, the results also indicate that AP-RC

combinations affect these performance issues. However, no significant effects

were observed as a result of performing the interoperability and roaming tests.

The following sections provide further insight into the significance of

these results and also discuss particular characteristics of APs and RCs that may

have caused these observed differences in performance.

5.1. Interoperability

The results presented in Section 4.1 indicate that the COTS WLAN

systems characterized in this research are hilly interoperable. All WLAN

systems utilized in the experiments have received the WiFi certification by

WECA. Thus, the results obtained in this research corroborate this certification.

5.2. Roaming

Despite the fact that all AP-RC combinations were able to seamlessly roam

between coverage cells, the RC manufactured by vendor Y showed a rather

unique behavior (see Section 4.2). If a user decided to use this RC in a WLAN

implementation, the practical implications would depend on types of applications

used. For instance, if the WLAN is used to support a supply chain application

(e.g., material tracking system) where IEEE 802.1 lb wireless technology is

commonly used, the behavior shown by RC Y may not affect the performance of
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the overall system. This is due to the low data rate requirement of these

applications. Whereas, if the WLAN system will be used to support video

streaming and multimedia applications, then the affect of the delayed roaming

may be significant. Data rates in these applications are in the order of tens of

thousand of bits. Besides creating a negative perception of the technology on the

user, this prolonged transition may result in a significant amount of information

loss.

It is believed that the distinct behavior of RC Y could be caused by one of

two reasons:

1. A higher receiving sensitivity compared to that of either RC X or RC

Z. Therefore, RC Y can better detect the beacons transmitted by AP1

than the other RCs.

2. A lower predefined cell search threshold (see Section 2.2) than that of

either RC X or RC Z.

5.3. Power Consumption

The power management algorithm in the RC determines the amount of

power consumed by this device in PSP mode. However, there is also a well-

known property of APs that affect power consumption called Delivery Traffic

Indication Map (DTIM). DTIM is the interval to delivery of multicast traffic to

mobile devices.

Since the results of the power consumption test indicated that RC Y

consumed more power when it operated with AP D and E, the TDIM parameter

was investigated in AP-RC combinations that were composed of RC Y and AP D

and E. However, no significant difference was found in the results with respect to



the other APs (i.e., A, B, and C). This raises a question as to whether the

algorithm used in RC Y to reduce power consumption works properly when it

operated with different APs.

5.4. Range

Transmitting power is one of the factors that directly affect the

perfonnance of WLAN systems with respect to range. Table 5 and Table 6 (see

Appendix A) show the specifications of the APs and RCs evaluated in this

research, respectively. Table 5 shows that the transmitting power of AP A (i.e.,

30 mW) is only one third of the transmitting power provided by the other APs.

This partially explains why this AP turned out to be the AP with the shortest

range. The same observation can be made about RC X (transmitting power of 30

mW) when compared with other RCs. Therefore, the recommendation for

potential users of this technology would be to select devices (both AP and RC)

with the highest transmitting power to achieve a better communication range

performance.

5.5. Throughput

5.5.1. Throughput vs. Range

The distance between AP and RC could be a factor that affects the

performance of WLAN systems. For instance, Figure 17 below shows that AP A

had a very different performance when the throughput test was conducted at the

longer distance (D2) than at the shorter distance (Dl).
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Figure 17. Interaction Plot of APs and Distances

Practically, this could determine which combinations of AP-RC are better

for particular application environments. For example, if a system is to be

deployed in an office environment (where coverage in small areas is required),

the resulting throughput of different AP-RC combinations may not be

significantly different. However, these same combinations may have a very

different performance if they were deployed in a big warehouse. This issue is

known as a trade off between range and throughput. Cell planning (i.e., the

determination of the number of APs required to create a wireless coverage area

within a specific building or facility) would play a critical role in overcoming this

problem.

5.5.2. Quality of Service (QoS)

Many studies found in the literature report that activating the Power Save-

Polling (PSP) mode definitely reduces power consumption. However, the

literature also reports that by activating the PSP mode, throughput is reduced

(Kravets & Krishnan, 2000). This trade off is referred to as Quality of Service

(QoS) (Boris, 2002).
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Some manufacturers overcome this problem by having intuitive

algorithms to automatically switch from PSP mode to Constantly Awake Mode

(CAM) if the RC needs to transmit data, to maximize power consumption and

achieve the highest possible throughput performance when transmission is

needed. The results of the power consumption test, as well as observations made

while conducting the test indicate that RC Y is implemented this way. RC Z also

implements this approach in both the transmission and reception modes. In

contrast, the test results indicate that RC X is very conservative when the PSP

mode is on, which explains the low throughput achieved with this device (see

Figure 16). The two-way interaction plot depicted in Figure 18 shows that

throughput of combinations that have RC Z did not experienced a reduction in

throughput when the PSP mode was on, whereas combinations composed of

either RC X or RC Y experienced a reduction in throughput.

Cd,

0.

0

0.
.0

0

3.

3.

3.d

3.;

APXRC Combinations

Figure 18. Throughput of Each Combination

5.5.3. Security Mode

PsP
CAM
PsP

The effect of IEEE 802.1 lb Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) security

mode with respect to throughput was also evaluated in this research. However,

only AP-RC combinations that belonged to the same vendor were included in the
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test. The results obtained concur with the literature on the fact that security

significantly reduce throughput.

Currently, many WLAN systems are deployed with the WEP feature

disabled due to two major problems. First, by enabling WEP, throughput is

reduced (see Appendix G). Secondly, there is evidence that the current scheme

used for WEP is not completely secure (Borisov, Goldberg & Wagner, 2002).

Therefore, IEEE 802.1 lb applications that require a high level of security

implement security strategies at the application level.



6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Conclusion

Five research questions were examined in this study. The first two

questions focused on capability (i.e., interoperability and roaming). The last three

questions addressed the performance of the WLAN system with respect to power

consumption, range, and throughput. The results obtained through a series of

experiments applied to several WLAN systems indicate that:

1. APs and RCs from either the same or different vendors were able to

interoperate.

2. RCs from either the same or different vendors were able to roam

between APs from either the same or different vendors.

3. APs from different vendors affected the performance of a WLAN

system with respect to power consumption, range, and throughput.

4. RCs from different vendors affected the performance of a WLAN

system with respect to power consumption, range, and throughput.

5. Combinations of APs and RCs from different vendors affected the

performance of a WLAN system with respect to power consumption,

range, and throughput.

As mentioned in Section 2.6, very few studies exist in the literature that

have assessed the effect that APs and RCs have on the performance of a WLAN

system. Those that were found evaluated the effect of APs and RCs on the

WLAN system with respect to no more than two performance measures (e.g.,

throughput and range). In addition, these studies utilized APs and RCs that
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belonged to a single vendor to perform the evaluation. Therefore, the main

contributions of this study are:

1. The effect that APs and RCs have on the performance of WLAN

systems was evaluated with respect to five performance measures:

interoperability, roaming ability, power consumption, range, and

throughput.

2. The APs and RCs evaluated belonged to four different vendors. This

allowed for the evaluation of both homogeneous and heterogeneous

WLAN systems.

The results of this research will help decision makers in understanding the

key parameters that have to be considered when selecting WLAN equipment. In

practice, however, it would be difficult for decision makers to determine which

vendor of WLAN equipment has the best solution without actual testing.

6.2. Future Work

Time is always limited when conducting research. Because of this

limitation, a number of interesting findings could not be further investigated in

this study and will be proposed in this section as opportunities for future work.

First, as new IEEE 802.11 technologies continue to emerge in the

marketplace (e.g., 802.11a and 802.11g), tests for interoperability will continue to

be critical to ensure that users are able to acquire WLAN technology from any

vendor without being concerned with performance issues.

Power consumption in mobile devices continues to be a limitation in

wireless environments. Research should continue in this area to design more

powerful batteries that will allow mobile devices to operate for longer periods of
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time. It will also be interesting to perform both the range and throughput tests in a

different environment than the one used in this research to determine whether the

AP-RC rankings presented in the results section are consistent.

Finally, it will be beneficial to incorporate the findings of this research

into an optimization model that will assist decision makers in selecting the most

appropriate WLAN solution for a particular application environment.
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APPENDICES



Appendix-A Major specifications of each AP

Table 5. Major Specification of each AP

SPECIFICATIONS AP-A AP-B AP-C AP-D AP-E
IEEE Standard 802.11b 802.11b 802.11b 802.11b 802.11b
Frequency (GHz) 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5
Achievable Data
Rate(Mbps)

1,2,5.5& 11 1,2,5.5& 11 1,2,5.5& 11 1,2,5.5 & 11 1,2,5.5& 11

Tx. Power (mW) 30 Up to 100 Up to 100 Up to 100 Up to 100
Antenna Type Omni Omni Omni Omni Omni
Antenna Gain (dbi) 2.5 2.2 5 1 1

Vendor I II II III IV

Table 6. Major Specification of each RC

SPECIFICATIONS RC-X RC-Y RC-Z
StandardlEEE 802.11b 802.11b 802.11b
Frequency (GHz) 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5
Data Rate (Mbps) 1,2,5.5 & 11 1,2,5.5 & 11 1,2,5.5 & 11

Tx. Power (mW) 30 Up to 100 Up to 100
Vendor I II III
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Appendix-B Configuration settings for each AP and RC

Table 7. AP Configuration Settings for the Interoperability Tests

PARAMETERS AP-A AP-B AP-C AP-D AP-E
ESSID 121 121 121 121 121
Authentication Open Open Open Open Open
Security Off Off Off Off Off

Table 8. RC Configuration Settings for the Interoperability Test

PARAMETERS RC-X RC-Y RC-Z
ESSID 121 121 121

Authentication Open Open Open
Security Off Off Off

Table 9. AP Configuration Settings for the Roaming Test

PARAMETERS AP-A AP-B AP-C AP-D AP-E
ESSID 121 121 121 121 121
Authentication Open Open Open Open Open
Security Off Off Off Off Off
Tx. Power (mW) N/A 1 1 1 1

Achievable Data
Rate(Mbps)

11 11 11 11 11

Cell Size Smallest N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 10. RC Configuration Settings for the Roaming Test

PARAMETERS RC-X RC-Y RC-Z
ESSID 121 121 121

Authentication Open Open Open
Security Off Off Off

Table 11. AP Configuration Settings for the Range, Throughput and Power
Consumption Tests

PARAMETERS AP-A AP-B AP-C AP-D AP-E
ESSID 121 121 121 121 121
Authentication Open Open Open Open Open
Security Off Off Off Off Off
Tx. power(mW) 30 Upto 100 Upto 100 Upto 100 Upto 100
AchievableData
Rate(Mbps)

2 1,2,5.5&11 1,2,5.5&1l 1,2,5.5&11 1,2,5.5&11

Cell size Large N/A N/A N/A N/A
Beacon interval 100 100 100 100 100
DTIM interval 1 Kusec. 4 Kusec. 4 Kusec. 10 msec. 10 msec.
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Table 12. RC Configuration Settings for the Range, Throughput, and Power
Consumption Tests

PARAMETERS RC-X RC-Y RC-Z
I ESSID 121 121 121

Lhentication Open Open Open
I

Security Off Off Off
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Appendix-C ANOVA in Power Consumption Test

Table 13. Power Consumption ANOVA for Four-Factor Factorial Analysis

Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio

MAIN EFFECTS
AAP .139445 4 .0348613 38.29
BRC 1.97391 2 .986956 1083.99
C:PSP 1.51021 1 1.51021 1658.68
DOperation 1.9171 3 .639033 701.86

INTERACTIONS
AB .176765 8 .0220957 24.27

AC .115494 4 .0288734 31.71
AD .0412783 12 .00343986 3.78
BC .201046 2 .100523 110.41
BD .147356 6 .0245594 26.97
CD .207374 3 .0691246 75.92
ABC .242727 8 .0303409 33.32
ADD .0847359 24 .00353066 3.88
ACD .0557492 12 .00464576 5.10
BCD .143522 6 .0239203 26.27
ABCD .115168 24 .00479868 5.27

RESIDUAL .437033 480 .000910486

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 7.50891 599



Appendix-D ANOVA Table for the Range Test

Table 14. Range Test -- ANOVA for Two-Factor Factorial Analysis

Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio

MAIN EFFECTS
AAP 642248 4 16056.2 638.65
B:RC 26438.2 2 13219.1 525.80

INTERACTIONS
AS 15893.5 8 1986.69 79.02

RESIDUAL 1131.35 45 25.141

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 107688.0 59
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Appendix-E ANOVA Table for the Throughput Test

Table 15. Throughput Test -- ANOVA for Five-Factor Factorial Analysis

Source Type I Sum of df Mean Square F P-value
Error

AP 6033.643 5 1206.729 102492.185 .000
RC 39.311 2 19.656 1669.431 .000
PSP 3.162 1 3.162 268.519 .000
OPERATION 35.831 1 35.831 3043.299 .000
DISTANCE 1.109 1 1.109 94.171 .000

* RC 1.230 8 .154 13.059 .000
AP * PSP .254 4 6.348E-02 5.392 .000
RCPSP 2.742 2 1.371 116.425 .000
AP * RC * PSP .356 8 4.451E-02 3.780 .000
AP * OPERATION 1.961 4 .490 41.629 .000
RC * OPERATION 35.529 2 17.765 1508.822 .000
AP *RC * OPERATION 1.096 8 .137 11.640 .000
pp * OPERATION .402 1 .402 34.148 .000
AP * pp * OPERATION .770 4 .192 16.344 .000
RC *pp * OPERATION .213 2 .106 9.030 .000
AP * RC * PSP * OPERATION .335 8 4.185E-02 3.555 .001
AP *DISTANCE 2.678 4 .669 56.854 .000
RC * DISTANCE .150 2 7.499E-02 6.369 .002

* RC * DISTANCE .973 8 .122 10.332 .000
PSP*DISTANCE .223 1 .223 18.911 .000

* PSP * DISTANCE .591 4 .148 12.554 .000
RC * pp * DISTANCE 5.I29E-02 2 2.564E-02 2.178 .115
AP * RC * pp * DISTANCE .649 8 8.1 15E-02 6.892 .000
OPERATION * DISTANCE .380 1 .380 3 2.265 .000
AP * OPERATION * DISTANCE 2.148 4 .537 45.608 .000
RC * OPERATION * DISTANCE .465 2 .232 19.727 .000
AP * RC * OPERATION * DISTANCE 1.071 8 .134 11.370 .000
PSP * OPERATION * DISTANCE .191 1 .191 16.211 .000
AP *pp * OPERATION * DISTANCE .572 4 .143 12.143 .000
RC * pp * OPERATION * DISTANCE .258 2 .129 10.959 .000
AP * RC * PSP * OPERATION * DISTANCE .649 8 8.11 8E-02 6.895 .000
Error 4.097 348 I.177E-02
Total 6173.089 468



Appendix-F Throughput Test - Multiple Comparison Analysis

Table 16. Tukey HSD Multiple Comparison Analysis for APs

AP n Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
A 89 3.4323664 102469
D 92 3.5903111667742
B 96 3.6234015596179
C 96 3.6236631802818
E 95 3.6681459803983

Sig. 1.00( .222 1.000

Based on Type I Sum of Squares, the error term is Mean Square Error = 0.0 1177
1) Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 93.5 19.
2) Alpha=.05.

Table 17. Tukey HSD Multiple Comparison Analysis for RCs

RC n Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
X 158 3.1958938675361
Y 154 3.6979238162081
Z 156 3.88l729629850

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000

Based on Type I Sum of Squares, the error term is Mean Square Error = 0.01177
1) Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 155.983.
2) Alpha=.05.
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Appendix-G WEP Effects in Throughput
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Figure 19. Interaction Plot of WEP and PSP mode of AP-RC from vendor I
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Figure 20. Interaction Plot of WEP and PSP mode of AP-RC from vendor II
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Figure 21. Interaction Plot of WEP and PSP mode of AP-RC from vendor III
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Figure 22. Interaction Plot of WEP and Operation of AP-RC from vendor I
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Figure 23. Interaction Plot of WEP and Operation of AP-RC from vendor II
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Figure 24. Interaction Plot of WEP and Operation of AP-RC from vendor III




